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mazu and SkyMate products are now distributed in South Korea.
Busan, Korea.
Mazu and SkyMate form a national distribution partnership for Korea with Samyung IEST.
Samyung IEST will now distribute SkyMate products in Korea. These include the popular mazu
and mSeries satellite communications system with Sentry remote monitoring and control. They
will also distribute commercial products like the SkyMate VMS (Vessel Monitoring System) for
commercial fishing applications, and SkyMate’s commercial systems for workboats and fleet
management.
mazu provides boaters features like Email and SMS texts, SOS transponding, Weather
forecasts and more. Users can open mazu directly on Raymarine and SITEX MFDs, computers
and other browser enabled devices, or with the award winning mazu iPad app which provides
an enhanced dashboard.
Sentry, an optional monitoring, and control system keeps track of vessel functions and sends
alerts anywhere in the world. Sensors and actuators deliver information via satellite as email or
text alerts. Current vessel conditions like battery voltage, high water/bilge alarms, intruder alerts,
anchor, or vessel movement and more are sent out via satellite.
"We are proud to be able to partner with Samyung IEST to bring the wide range of
communications products and monitoring solutions that SkyMate and mazu produce to the
Korean Peninsula."

Pat McGrath, Vice President, SkyMate/mazu.
The SkyMate Vessel Monitoring System is designed for commercial fishermen with NOAA
tracking requirements. SkyMate offers an affordable VMS system that also includes sea surface
temperature, weather forecasts, fish prices, email and other value-added services that help
fishermen globally.

mazu and SkyMate products are now distributed in Korea.
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"We are happy to be partnering with mazu/SkyMate in Korea. Our efforts to support this
business and the great features of the mazu/SkyMate products will benefit our customers."

Justin Choi, Director, Samyung IEST.
Modern communications are important to boaters. Now cruisers, offshore fishermen and
commercial vessel operators can stay connected when their travels take them outside of cellular
and WiFi coverage. mazu and SkyMate give all types of boaters access to reliable global
satellite connectivity using the Iridium network. Using a data only system Email messages and
texts, can be sent and received, weather forecasts can be downloaded, and navigation
functions can be utilized through the system. Our new distribution partnership with Samyung
IEST makes SkyMate/mazu products available to Korean boaters, fishermen, and commercial
operators.

About mazu/SkyMate:
Based in Reston, Virginia mazu/SkyMate is a technology company that specializes in using advanced engineering to simplify
satellite communications. They have developed proprietary software that allows for sophisticated satellite signal compression that
maximizes data transfer while keeping air time costs down. The user interface of the mazu system allows all types of customers to
access the communication tools and information they need easily and effectively.
About Samyung IEST:
Headquartered Busan Korea Samyung IEST is a is a leader in marine electronic communication equipment. Their years of
experience working with technology helps them provide customers with innovative ideas and solutions that provide value.

